THE INSTITUTE FOR MEDIEVAL JAPANESE STUDIES AND THE COLUMBIA MUSIC PERFORMANCE PROGRAM present
our 7TH SEASON OF
Japanese Sacred Gagaku Court Music and Secular Art Music
ANCIENT SOUNDSCAPES REBORN
Glories of the Japanese Music Heritage
Friday, March 30, 2012 at 8 PM, Miller Theatre, Columbia University

Masayo Ishigure, Hōgaku artist, shamisen
Elizabeth Brown, Hōgaku artist, shakuhachi
With the Momenta Quartet

Featuring renowned Japanese Gagaku musicians
Hitomi Nakamura, hichiriki
Mayumi Miyata, shō
Takeshi Sasamoto, rōyūteki

Takeshi Sasamoto, Hitomi Nakamura, and Mayumi Miyata

New York-based Hōgaku artists
Masayo Ishigure, shamisen
Elizabeth Brown, shakuhachi
With the Momenta Quartet

Supported by the
CONSULATE GENERAL OF JAPAN IN NEW YORK

JAPAN FOUNDATION